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ObjectDatabase++ version 4.3 Developer’s License

Read this licensing agreement before installing this software. This agreement outlines the license for the accompanying software: -
	The ObjectDatabase++ SDK Editor;

The ObjectDatabase++ embedded database library.

Basic Agreement
	This license allows people developing applications with the ObjectDatabase++ embedded library as created and distributed by Ekky Software, hereby referred to as the Licensor, to use the ObjectDatabase++ SDK Editor for that purpose, and such people are hereby known as the Licensee.

The ObjectDatabase++ embedded database developer’s license comes with a maximum three (3) months periodical license free of charge. The beginning and end of the time period is defined internally by each distribution of the embedded database. This license agreement does not exclude the licensee from renewing the agreement by downloading a new distribution at any time.
The embedded database maybe installed on any computer, independent of how many CPUs or attached applications. This license agreement defines a computer by the physical box containing the CPU or CPUs, which the software is run.

ObjectDatabase++ Internal Use Only
The Licensee may use ObjectDatabase++ for its own internal use for development, testing and demonstration purposes. The Licensee must, when the software being developed is open to public use, declare in a publicly assessable location that the software is using ObjectDatabase++ under the developer’s licensing agreement.

ObjectDatabase++ Product Keys
	The Licensee agrees not to alter the time set on the computer, on which the software is installed, to an incorrect time, to achieve an increase in the license time period.

The Licensee agrees not to redistribute ObjectDatabase++ embedded database library or any product keys, or in any way try to interfere with the licensor’s rights to any of its software.
The Licensee agrees not to create ObjectDatabase++ embedded database library product keys without the expressed permission of Licensor.
The Licensee agrees to secure their product key against any distribution to any unauthorised third party and to use whatever steps within their power to destroy any product keys that are released to a third party. 

Miscellaneous
	This agreement does not permit any unauthorised party to disassemble or decompilation the software or in any way interfere with copyright of the accompanying software.

The accompanying software is licensed, not sold. This agreement does not transfer any other rights than to use the software.
Any misuse of the software can allow the licensor to terminate the agreement at any time.
Upon termination of this license, the Licensee agrees to destroy all copies of the Licensor’s copyrighted material and will not attempt to regain a license either directly or indirectly through a third party, another license without the expressed and written approval of the Licensor.
The Licensee may not share or assign their interest gained from this agreement to any third party.
The software is supplied “as is” and the Licensee accepts all liability created by their uses of the accompanying software.
This agreement has been created and executed within the jurisdiction of NSW Australia, the laws governing this agreement are from that jurisdiction and any disputes in relation to this agreement are to be heard within that jurisdiction.


